
Hello, welcome to the Long Harbour Person in Charge/Permit Acceptor Training.

 

In this course, we will focus on the elements of the permit system in Long Harbour related to

the roles of the Person in Charge (PIC) and Permit Acceptor (PA):

Highlight the accountabilities of a person filling the role of a Person in Charge (PIC) or

Permit Acceptor (PA) 

Review a permit and discuss the sections of the permit that apply to the PIC/PA

Review permit and isolation workflows 

Review lock colour’s and lock boxes and define the purpose they serve

 

You must obtain a minimum score of 80% on the quiz to pass this course.

 Enjoy the course.
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Important Considerations

Upon Completion of each section of this module, you will be given an opportunity to submit
questions to obtain clarification of any content you are not sure of.
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Welcome
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At the end of the module, you will also be given the opportunity to complete a brief survey
designed to support the continual improvement of your Vale learning experience. 

You must complete all elements in each lesson block (including audio)before advancing to the next
section

C O NT I NU E

Vale's Key Behaviours

Prioritizing safety and people's lives

rather than results and assets when

raising problems and making decisions.

Identifying, raising and managing risks

for all stakeholders in our activities.

Being actively involved in the dialogue

Raising problems and learning from

mistakes.



Asking questions and showing a

genuine interest in the answers.

Encouraging everyone to express

Seeking to learn, continuously

developing, and encouraging the

development of other people.

Making clear requests, agreeing on

actions and assigning responsibility for

compliance.

Working in collaboration to generate

better results.

Anticipating the impact of actions on

other parts of the company.

Using resources in the best interests

of the company.



Got a Question? 

Submit your question  here using Valeforms, be sure to include your first name last name and contact

information.

CLICK HERE!
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Continuously seeking contributions

from external stakeholders.

Listening to stakeholders with

curiosity and empathy.

Demonstrating humility and avoiding

assumptions about what is best for

communities.

https://valeforms.valeglobal.net/public?id=bgwfwypqeygf6c4Lnz%2btKQ%3d%3d


Upon completion of this module you will be able to:
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You Will Learn

During this course you will learn about:

The Long Harbour Permit System and the requirements for the

Person in Charge and Permit Acceptor.
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Highlight the accountabilities of a person filling the role of a Person in

Charge (PIC) or Permit Acceptor (PA) 

Review a permit and discuss the sections of the permit that apply to the PIC/PA



Got a Question? 

Submit your question  here using Valeforms, be sure to include your first name last name and contact

information.

CLICK HERE!
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Review permit and isolation workflows

Review lock colour’s and lock boxes and define the purpose they serve

https://valeforms.valeglobal.net/public?id=bgwfwypqeygf6c4Lnz%2btKQ%3d%3d


HomeSafe

Lesson 3 of 9

Hazard Recognition and Controls

Important: this module addresses the
requirements for Permits on the Long Harbour site.

00:30



HomeSafe

Is a call to action meant to focus us all on the primary goal of our safety e�orts:

Everyone going HomeSafe and Life Matters Most is our goal and our culture.

Is a personal story about why we work safely – so we can all go home at the end of

every shift.

It links why we want to go HomeSafe with how we have to act in order to do so.



Reminds us that our family and friends need us and depend on us to come

HomeSafe. THEY are our reason to get HomeSafe.

Managing Risk to go HomeSafe

Be Aware
Be aware of my surroundings

and the risks around me.

Apply Good Work Practices

Apply good work practices

and knowledge, skills, and

experiences to safely

complete tasks assigned to

me.



Ask for Help
Apply others’ experiences and

ask for help when needed.

Stop & Correct
Be my brother and sister’s
keeper and ‘stop & correct’

when required.

Follow Policies & Procedures

Our internal policies and

procedures guide us in

doing our work in a manner

th t d i k



Bowties

Do you know what a bowtie is?
It is a very e�icient risk analysis tool that identifies the event, the barriers (controls) and the

consequences. 

For Permit to Work, bowties assist in understanding the safe permit requirements. This module will

show a bowtie diagram about the  Zero Energy Isolation process. 

It is important that you are familiar with this tool! 

Watch the video below and understand bowties better!

that reduces risk.

Follow Rules & Regulations

Rules and regulations have

been established to help us

achieve zero harm and can

be legislated or internal.



Watch the video in full to continue.

Energy 

Click on the markers below and learn more: 

















Energy





Exposure to Energy Related to Zero Energy





Preventive Control

Lack or Failure of lockout and tag out:

Isolation devices identied;

Lockout devices;

Lockout tags;

Lockout and tag out procedures;

Lockout matrix;

System to manage the isolation and lockout of electrical energy stages. 

Lockout method / procedure failure:

Lockout and tag out procedures;

Lockout matrix;

System to manage the isolation and lockout of electrical energy stages.

Lack of procedure or procedure did not provide for lockout:





Lockout and tagout procedures;

Lockout matrix. 

 Lack or Failure in the lockout e�iciency test (zero energy):

Procedure for testing the e�iciency of the lockout (zero energy);

System to manage the isolation and lockout of energy stages.

Failure in communication between working groups:

Only one authorized professional designated to confirm the lockout;

Exclusive lockout.

Failure of work planning:

Only one authorized professional designated to confirm the lockout.

Lack or Failure to lockout potential gravitational energy source:

Tagout and lockout of gravitational energy.

Failure to make a temporary change to the zero energy:

Procedure for change of energy state.

Failure to reset protection devices / integrity of safety conditions:

Procedures for the removal of locks and tags.

Lack of training:

Training in prevention of Risks in Lockout, Tagout and Zero Energy.



Causes

Lack or Failure of lockout and tag out;

Lockout method / procedure failure;

Lack of procedure or procedure did not provide for lockout;

Lack or Failure in the lockout e�iciency test (zero energy);

Failure in communication between working groups;

Failure of work planning;

Lack or Failure to lockout potential gravitational energy source;

Failure to make a temporary change to the zero energy;

Failure to reset protection devices / integrity of safety conditions;

Lack of training. 





Mitigating Control

Personal protective equipment;

Emergency response plan. 





Consequences

Injury;

Fatality.

Complete the content above before moving on.

Incidents

Incident/Accident History

While the overall objective is to reduce or eliminate workplace hazards, it should be recognized that not

all workplaces within Vale operations can be made free of all hazards. 





Critical to safe operation is the ability to recognize and control hazards that may cause injuries,

equipment damage, or even worse, fatalities.

 

Our injury and fatality index is updated monthly. It shows the numbers for Fatalities and Live

Changed (N1), Recordable High-Potential Injuries (N2), Other High-Potential events (N3),

Recordable Non-High Potential Injuries (N4), and Other Non-High Potential events (N5)

POL Building Locked on wrong PCB Board

Locking on work Permit Board
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While performing a lockout/tagout audit, it was noticed that an employee had placed

their personal protection lock on the incorrect permit control board (PCB). 

Fatal risk – Employee not protected under the isolation; employee placed lock on

incorrect box.

Controls

Permit users must confirm with the lock box noted on the permit, the tag on the gold

lock or with the permit o�ice or their Person in Charge (PIC) prior to placing their

personal lock. Personal locks give the worker absolute control over the condition of

the isolation they are working under – but only if they are locked onto the correct lock

box.

 Personal lock tags must include your name, permit number, contact number, personal

lock number and scope of work. Personal lock tags can be provided from the permit

o�ice on request.

Putting What You Know Into Practice: 

The activities below will give you an opportunity to practice using

the information you have just learned.



SUBMIT

 

Got a Question? 

00:07

This is a  risk management method from HomeSafe program (select all that

apply)

Be Aware

Ask for Help

Apply good work practices

Follow Policies and Procedures

Follow rules and Regulations

Stop and Correct



Submit your question  here using Valeforms, be sure to include your first name last name and contact

information.

CLICK HERE!
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https://valeforms.valeglobal.net/public?id=bgwfwypqeygf6c4Lnz%2btKQ%3d%3d


Issuing a Work Permit

In order for a permit to be issued a Person in Charge (PIC) or Permit Acceptor (PA) must be named.
The PIC/PA signs the issued permit accepting responsibility for communicating hazards, precautions

Lesson 4 of 9

Permit Roles

In this section, you will learn about roles and responsibilities
of the Person in Charge and the Permit Acceptor

00:34



and controls to safely perform tasks identified on the permit and are accountable for all persons in
the work party. 

While the permit is active the PIC or PA on the permit must be available to monitor and advise
workers at the work site. 

If both the PIC and Acceptor are at the work site the PIC is the primary person responsible for the
work. 

Role Definitions

Is the person named on the Work Permit who is responsible and accountable to control the area, ensuring
the work is executed safely and coordinated with other work activities. 
The PIC may assign a designate known as a Permit Acceptor.

is the designate of the PIC (not a mandatory role)  

assumes the same accountability and responsibility of a PIC when signing onto a permit

acts as the PIC’s proxy at the work location when the PIC is not present

PE RSO N  I N  C H A RG E  ( PI C ) PE RMI T  A C C E PT O R ( PA )

PE RSO N  I N  C H A RG E  ( PI C ) PE RMI T  A C C E PT O R ( PA )



Role Responsibilities

Person in Charge (PIC) –

Is the primary person named on the Work Permit who is responsible to control the area, ensuring
the permitted work is executed in a safe manner without conflicting with other work activities.
The PIC may fill or designate a Permit Acceptor.

 

Permit Acceptor –

Assumes full responsibility of the PIC if they leave site

Combined Responsibilities –

Assumes control and accountability of the system they will be working on.

Reviews the PTW and all associated documents with the Permit Issuer.

PIC or Permit Acceptor must review the isolation with the Permitter (in o�ice review using
PIDs).

Field review of the isolation to be performed by the PIC/PA and the group that established (or
is knowledgeable) of the isolation.

Keep a copy of the PTW at the workplace.

Isolation PIDs must be copied and included with the permit copy kept in the workplace.



For permits that do not require isolation, the walkdown should have been completed and work location

identified during the planning stage. If there are any questions on the day of execution or if the work is

urgent and not planned:

identification of the point of work or work location will have to be completed.

Confirms that all personnel related to the PTW have been duly informed of the conditions of the
Permit to Work and have reviewed the hazard assessment.

Is responsible to ensure that all personnel identified in the work group working with equipment
which requires isolation to prevent injury resulting from the unexpected movement of the
equipment or the unexpected release of energy apply their personal padlock to the corresponding
isolation point or lock box. 

Guarantees the implementation of the safety measures listed in the PTW.

Cross checks the actual isolation point(s) against the Lock Box Form submitted with the PTW
application.

Confirms daily that the measures indicated in the PTW are still implemented.

Returns the PTW to the permit o�ice when work is suspended or completed.-signs o� PTW.

Supervisor/lead must sign o� the PTW when the work is completed to ensure a secondary level of
control has been established.

00:18



Scene 1 Slide 1

Continue  Next Slide

Transfer Permit

Person in Charge must leave site

CONTINUE



Scene 1 Slide 2

0  Next Slide

1  Next Slide

Hi Joe, I am currently the PIC on the permit for
repairing the Autoclave feed pump, can you
help me through the process of what I have to
do as I have an emergency at home.

You only need to let the work crew know you are leaving site1

You need to appoint a Permit Acceptor to act in your place2



Scene 1 Slide 3

0  Next Slide

1  Next Slide

Great let's work through the process

Do I just have to let the person I appoint know?1

You need to appoint a Permit Acceptor to act in your place2



Scene 1 Slide 4

0  Next Slide

1  Next Slide

Then I can leave site?

Yes1

You will need to perform a walkdown of the work location,

the permit issuers will sign ownership of the permit to the

Permit Acceptor

2



Scene 1 Slide 5

0  Next Slide

1  Next Slide

Any last communications I should provide
before leaving site?

No, you are free to leave1

You will be full responsibly for work execution and safe

executions of the work, the condition of the work location,

and the closure of the permit.

2



Scene 1 Slide 6

Continue  End of Scenario

Got a Question? 

Submit your question  here using Valeforms, be sure to include your first name last name and contact

Scenario End

Congratulations you have now transferred the Permit to the Permit

Acceptor.

START OVER





information.

CLICK HERE!
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https://valeforms.valeglobal.net/public?id=bgwfwypqeygf6c4Lnz%2btKQ%3d%3d


Permit Workflow

Risk assessments required for permit issue can be completed ahead of time but must be reviewed on the

day of work execution to ensure that the information is still accurate and relevant.

Lesson 5 of 9

Workflows

00:11













Steps

All permits go through several authorization steps prior to being issued to a work party. 





Permit Raised

Permits are raised by a requestor which can be anyone with login access to P2W





Submitted

Permits are submitted according the the area where the work will occur, and then move onto an area authorizer





Authorized

Area authorizers review permits for accuracy and to ensure the work can proceed on the dates they are scheduled

for. 





Permit Issued

Permit issuers review the permit again before issue to ensure all the required documentation is attached. Once

that is completed, permits are issued to the PIC or PA" 

Isolation Workflow

Review of the isolation in the field is mandatory for all permits that are being issued for the first time or

coming out of a suspension or sanction to test.
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Validation Steps

All isolations go through several validation steps prior to being confirmed as “isolation in place”. 





Raised Isolations

Isolations are raised by authorized isolators and designed to provide a safe boundary around a point of work





Validation Stage

Isolations are submitted by an isolator for review by a validator. Any issues with the boundary should be identified

in this step. 

Validators are trained to identify and correct errors in isolations prior to completing them in the field 





Isolating

Once the isolation is validated it can be put into “isolating” meaning the isolation team can actively prepare the

system for work.





Isolations Complete

Isolators then return to the permit o�ice with the completed paperwork. The permit can now be issued against

the isolation that is now in place.





Area authorizers are trained to authorize permits and validate isolations, they must also be

knowledgeable of their area and process.  At any point if you have questions about your work permit you

can consult with the permit o�ice or an area authorizer, usually a coach.

Lesson 6 of 9

Permit Review
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In this section, we will review a completed permit focused on the

necessary fields and relevant information for a Person in Charge

(PIC)/Permit Acceptor (PA) 



Permitted Tasks



Permitted Tasks - Checklists

All of the tasks listed in this are considered permitted and most would have a checklist to accompany

them.

00:39



Permit Details



Permit Review

Important items to note on this page are:

The Scope of Work.

 this should be detailed enough to ensure the proper permitted tasks are chosen

and the entire job scope is understood.

The start and finish date of the permit.

The equipment listed should match the equipment on your work order as well the

equipment in the field.

The PCB  and project lock numbers should match the ones in the field.

PPE requirements are noted on this page – if any additional PPE requirements

were defined in the risk assessment for the completion of the job it should be

defined here.

Warnings provide additional information on the system you will be working on.
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Permit Hazard Review



Permit Review

Important items to note on this page are:

Notes the Emergency Assembly Area and where to muster incase of an Shelter in

Place Alarm.

Risk assessment used for the job scope should be noted here. Whether it is a JHA,

FLRA etc. it should match the one used on the permit.

This page also references ERT contact info, and specific hazards associated with

the fluids/equipment if they are part of the system that are being worked on.

00:58



Permit Sign O�

Permit Review

Note the bottom section where signo� is done. When you sign this section on the permit you are taking

responsibility to ensure everything covered in this section is in place:

A joint review of all Hazards and Precautions has been conducted

this means that the permit issuer has a responsibility to review any potential

issues with the permit and any identified controls before the permit is

issued.

The appropriate controls have been put in place to ensure a secure work

environment



this means that any controls that were identified during the creation of the

risk assessment are in place. It also includes if there is a variance in place for

the permit that has specific controls listed for safe execution

I accept responsibility to communicate all hazards, precautions and controls

necessary for safe work to all members of the working party

this means that everything established in part 1 and 2 has been

communicated to your work crew. Take the time you need to ensure your

people understand the job, hazards and controls they are about to interact

with. 

Permitted Task Checklist

Most tasks in P2W have a task checklist that accompanies the permit.

These sheets will have sections that require review/initial/signature by the PIC/PA as well as
operations.

These actions may require completion BEFORE the permit is issued. You must review with the
permit issuer to ensure any actions that were required pre-issue are complete. 

You may also have to complete some sections during work execution depending on the task.

If you have any questions about what is covered in the checklists, ask the permit issuer to review
with you.
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Required Precautions

The Required Precautions Checklist contains information that must be considered to prepare for the execution of

hot work. When you initial these boxes, you are agreeing that you have considered all these conditions BEFORE

work begins.





Work Locations and Tasks

This section contains directions for specific work locations or tasks. An important point here to be aware of is the

section on “Hot Work in a Classified Area”, this work requires an additional permitted task as well as a risk

assessment that has been reviewed and approved by a production area manager.





Controls

This section has information about control of the work area and the removal of combustible substances. Review

this section closely and ensure all controls listed are in place. 





Review Precautions

This section requires a signature, and dictates that the PIC has reviewed all the relevant documentation for the

vessel and task to ensure it does not contain a flammable liner.





Fire Watch

This section requires signo� for fire watch after work is done. Signing here indicates that you have assigned a

person to monitor the area for 60 minutes after work is complete – It is the responsibility of the PIC to ensure this

document gets back to the permit o�ice so area monitoring by operations can begin.
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Permit Review
Walkdowns – it is mandatory to walk down all permits and isolations under the following circumstances:

First issue of all permits and isolations.

this includes identification of points of work, or in some cases work location for more general
work scopes. 

All isolations that have been modified and reinstated.

All permits that have been suspended and re-issued.

Permits may require suspension for several reasons, which may include but are not limited to:

End of shift for CSE, restricted area, classified area permits.

Risk assessment is no longer valid due to a new hazard/risk.

Change of scope of work.

Change of PIC.

Outdated documentation (such as a rescue plan or work instruction).

Failure of isolation valve or isolation modification required.

If a building evacuation occurs during work, the area needs to be re-evaluated before work re-
starts.

PE RMI T  SU SPE N SI O N
RE T U RN I N G  A  PE RMI T  FRO M

SU SPE . . .
PE RMI T  C LO SU RE



Permits being re-issued from suspension require the following action:

Isolations must be reviewed to ensure they were not modified during the time the permit was
suspended. If the isolations were modified, they require a new walkdown. This can be confirmed
through the permit o�ice.

Risk assessment must be reviewed and updated if necessary.

The work area needs to be walked to determine if any new hazards are present and updates made
accordingly.

PE RMI T  SU SPE N SI O N
RE T U RN I N G  A  PE RMI T  FRO M

SU SPE . . .
PE RMI T  C LO SU RE



Every permit has to be closed after the work associated with the permit is complete. The PIC or PA is
responsible to:

Ensure the entire scope as listed on the permit is complete.

Ensure all mechanical connections that were broken have been fully re-instated and it is safe to
turn the system over to operations.

The area is clean and tidy, all tools and materials have been removed from the area.

The permit is signed o� at the permit o�ice indicating a change of ownership from the execution
team to the operations team

PE RMI T  SU SPE N SI O N
RE T U RN I N G  A  PE RMI T  FRO M

SU SPE . . .
PE RMI T  C LO SU RE



Got a Question? 

Submit your question  here using Valeforms, be sure to include your first name last name and contact

information.

CLICK HERE!

C O NT I NU E

https://valeforms.valeglobal.net/public?id=bgwfwypqeygf6c4Lnz%2btKQ%3d%3d
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Person in Charge/Permit Acceptor: Lock Boxes,
Locks, and Tags

In this section, you will be presented with an overview

of:

 

Long Harbour permit to work has specific requirements  for the use of colored locks and

specific tagging requirements related to those locks. 

Lock Boxes are also used to consolidate and secure all documentation and keys/locks

associated to a particular scope/scopes of work.
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Lock Boxes

All permits that require isolations will have associated lock boxes. All lock boxes can be found at the

permit o�ice. Portable lock boxes are also available at the permit o�ice.



Lock boxes may also have placards on them stating that the isolations/permits are suspended or

relinquished.

 NEVER lock onto a PCB lock box with a placard indicating the permits or isolations are

not active. 

Never lock onto a lock box that does not have a GOLD Lock and Danger Tag.

Always verify the Permit Control Board (PCB) has the proper information. 





  



Isolation

The Isolator will fit the locking mechanisms with multiple isolation hasps with the blue Group Locks and isolation

tag to all isolation points after the sources of energy have been isolated and proven. 

A second isolator will witness the isolation by cross checking each isolation point on the lockout sheet on a

separate trip through the area.

The key of each group lock set and all remaining padlocks must be placed in the Lock Box/Permit Control Board. 

The completed lockout sheet must be placed on the board/box so it is visible.





Complete Isolation with Gold Lock

The isolator who witnessed the isolation locks the Lock Box/Permit Control Board with a gold Project Lock.

The witness places the key in the key safe for the gold Project Locks.





Permit Issue links to ICC

The Permit Issuer has linked the ICC used for this isolation boundary to the permit outlining the scope of work.

Once all keys are collected and placed in the PCB the isolation is confirmed in place





Issue Work Permit

After the completion of the isolation and the work permit is ready to be issued, the Permit Issuer issues the

permit to the work party executing the tasks outlined on the permit.





PIC/Permit Acceptor Lock

After accepting the work conditions the Person in Charge/Permit Acceptor locks the box (if they are actively

working on the permit) by attaching their orange Personal Protection Lock on the hasp with the corresponding

Permit Lock





Permit Users lock on

Each Permit User places their orange Personal Protection Lock and Personal Protection Tag on the hasp of the

corresponding Person in Charge/Permit Acceptor and Permit Lock before starting the work.
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Project Lock and Tag

Project Locks and Tags

Project locks are placed on PCBs and indicate control of an isolation that could cover many permits. As

PIC/PA it is your responsibility to ensure you are locking onto the right PCB for your permit and scope of

work. Project locks will have a tag attached (as pictured) that should align with your permit number.  
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Personal Lock and Tag

Personal Locks and Tags

Personal Locks are orange in colour and every person who is actively performing a task on a permit must

attach their personal lock to the appropriate PCB. As PIC/PA it is your responsibility to ensure your crew is

locked onto the correct PCB and they have a tag attached with the correct information. These can be

printed by the permit o�ice by request to give to your crew, or filled out manually. 

Got a Question? 

Submit your question  here using Vale forms, be sure to include your first name last name and contact

information.

https://valeforms.valeglobal.net/public?id=bgwfwypqeygf6c4Lnz%2btKQ%3d%3d


CLICK HERE!

C O NT I NU E

https://valeforms.valeglobal.net/public?id=bgwfwypqeygf6c4Lnz%2btKQ%3d%3d


You will now take an evaluative test regarding the content of this training. 

The test contains 14 questions about the the Permit to Work system in Long Harbour. 

You must obtain a score of 80% or greater to successfully complete this module.

 

Good luck.
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Quiz



Question

01/17

All permits require a Person in Charge to be named before they can be issued:

True

False



Question

02/17

A PIC may name a permit acceptor, but it is not mandatory:

True

False



Question

03/17

When taking out a permit, the PIC/PA is responsible to (more than 1 may apply):

Communicate all hazards and controls to the work party

Ensure the scope of work is fully understood by the work party

Ensure there are not conflicts with other work scopes in the area

Enter the permits into the system to be authorized



Question

04/17

When a PA is named on a permit, they assume the same level of responsibility for the work

party as the PIC:

True

False



Question

05/17

A walkdown of permits and isolations is not required when:

The permit has been suspended and is being re-issued

The isolation has been modified and re-established

There is no isolation necessary for the work

The permit and isolation have been continually issued for the duration of
the work.



Question

06/17

In order to issue any permit it must contain the following:

A risk assessment

PID's

A work pack

A work instruction



Question

07/17

A permit can be issued before the isolation boundary required to complete the work has

been established:

True

False



Question

08/17

Upon permit closure a PIC/PA is responsible to:

Ensure the entire scope as listed on the permit is complete

Ensure all broken connections have been reinstated

Clean the area and remove all tools and materials

Sign permit closure form



Question

09/17

A PCB must have a gold lock and tag applied before a worker can apply a personal lock:

True

False



Question

10/17

Permit checklists should be filled out (more than 1 may apply):

In full at the permit o�ice without going to the field

After a thorough walkdown of the work location and review of the risk
assessment

All at once

In stages, as the steps are required.



Question

11/17

The steps required in issuing a permit are:

Raise, Issue, Submit, Authorize

Raise, Submit, Authorize, Issue

Submit, Raise, Issue, Authorize

Authorize, Raise, Submit, Issue



Question

12/17

It is necessary to have a copy of the permit at the work location:

True

False



Question

13/17

If both the PIC and PA are at the work location, the PA takes responsibility for the work

group:

True

False



Question

14/17

The PIC/PA is responsible to review the risk assessment daily and make updates if

necessary:

True

False



Question

15/17

A permit may need to be suspended for which of the following reasons:(select all that

apply)

End of shift for CSE, restricted area and classified area permits

Change of scope of work

Outdated documentation on the permit

Its lunchtime



Question

16/17

When re-issuing a permit from suspension, the PIC/PA is required walk the work area to

ensure no new hazards are present:

True

False



Question

17/17

When closing a permit the PIC/PA is responsible to ensure the area where the work was

completed is left tidy and ready to hand back to operations:

False

True



Online Training Survey 

Submit your evaluation here using Valeforms, all submissions are anonymous.  

Thankyou.

CLICK HERE!
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Conclusion

Congratulations. 

You have successfully completed the knowledge component of the

Long Harbour Person in Charge/Permit Acceptor course. You have

learned how to;

Highlight the accountabilities of a person filling the role of a Person in Charge (PIC) or Permit

Acceptor (PA) 

Review a permit and discuss the sections of the permit that apply to the PIC/PA

Review permit and isolation workflows 

Review lock colour’s and lock boxes and define the purpose they serve

https://valeforms.valeglobal.net/public?id=dSJTDdYz1OyeP0bkkxtqww%3D%3D



